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PHONOLOGICAL 'RULE TESTING OF CONVERSATIONAL SPEECH

Beatrice T. Oshika

Speech Communications Research Laboratory, 'Inc.
8001 Miramonte Drive

Santa Barbara; California 93109
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(Paper presented at the IEEE International Conference on
Acoustics, Speech, and.Signal Processing, Philadelphia,
April 12-14,'1976)'

It is clear that-there is considerable phonological

variation in conversational speech, and that words nay be

realized with various pronunciations depending on the speaker,

the rate.of speech, and the linguistic environments, such as

surrounding consonants, vowels, boundarieS, and stress pat-

terns. l

Muctcif this pronunciation variation is systematic,

-3

OP---
and'can b4t_ecaptured in statements of general. phonoldgicaT

rules. Thj use of phonological rilleSto expand' a speech

.c:1) understanding system lexicon and to enhance word verifica-.
F"..

.-....1 tion procedures has been discussed elsewhere, including

-1---
earlie papers in this session by Cook and ,Woods and Zue[2,31,

One area which has received relatively little attention

'Is the studyo?Nfrequency of occurrence of rule application

as reflected in natural continuous speech, and the estimation

of actual rule.application probabilities.' The problem has
/

been that a large bodyof carefully transcribed speech data,
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whiclj was. necessary for sta stically Celia e results, had

not been available previously, nor were rule-testing mech-

anisms available which would efficiently find the total num- .

ber of rule applications !in a given phonological (environment'

as compared with the total number Of occurrences of that

environment. t)

The purpose of this paper is

(1) to describe such a speech data base and rule-testing

and rule - application counting mechanisms;

(2) °to show that the frequency of rule application d -

pepds not only on, phonological environments, but

also on frequency of occurrence of specific words;

and

(3) to suggest how this relationship betu;een-rule ip-

plication and word frequency might be represented

in the lexicon and phonological rule component of

a speech understanding system.

A ata base of more than 35 natural speech discourses,

inoludi g monologues, interviewsand man-machine protocols,

has beericarefully transcribed and computer-coded at SCRL

using a qUasi=phonemic alphabet kpown as the,ARPAbet. The

transcription includes phonologial informati60 such as

segment insertion, deletion and substitution, but does not

include phonetic detail such as /nasalization or-aspiration.
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In additiOn to this large, phon mic'data base, excerpts'

from several diseourses have been ranscribed and computer-7..

coded using.a phonetic symbol set J hich includes more de-
o.

'tailed information such as nasali ation, aspiratidh, vowel

raising, etc.

A subset of these two data ses was .used in the work

described in this paper. The dd a were sorted into alphabetic

lists, so that each l'exicad en was associated with its

various discourse PronundiationS A minimal and'phonologi-.2

cally reasonable set of' base for (i.e. input strings to

the phopological rules)' was then edited into the entries.

The, result resembles an expanded pronouncing lexicon - -

i.e. a lexical entry, base form(s), and various actual

discourse pronunciations. ThiS lexicon will bt called a

discourse

The rule-testing and rule application mechanisms were

develOped by.Dave Brill at SCRL, and are extensions to the

Bobro-Fraser .rule-tester [1]. The Bobrow-Fraser rule-

tester, allows for definition of context-sensitive rules of

the type shown in Figure 1.

The rule states that W b comes X'in the context of Y
\

on the \left and Z on the right,

case of

an inst

. Y W Z => Y X Z. The

X = 0 thull is an instance of deletion, W = 0 is

nce of,insertion, and W X 0 is an instance of

substitihtion.
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The SCRL modifications allow the user to s ecify

(a') a rule or set of rules; and

(b) a discourse lexicon,

And to match the pronunciations generated by ule with the'

actual pronunciations in the discourse. An 7xample of the

'output is shown in Figure 2.

Rule R102 consists of the ordered concatenation of three

rules (not shown here) which

(a) .r,educe 1 stress\to 0 stress;

(b) ckange all 0 stress'vowels to' / (AX);

(c) de ete word-final /d/ after / /.

This composite rule R102 is applied to/the base form posited

for each lexic\ entry, and the resulting derived form is\

matched against he realized discourLe forms. -Tor example,

.
R102 is applied t. the base form fOr "and," and produces the

derived form AN .(AE:IND ->' AEND => AXND -> AXN)

f
This derived form is checked against the '75 realiza-

.

tionspf "and," with thb result that NOT (no transformation)

occurred 12 times (i.e. the" realized form matches the base

form); TRA (transformation) occurred 6 times;. (i.e. the

realized form matches the derived form), and SOT (some other

transformation) occurred 57:times; (i.e. the structural condi-,.

tio for the rule are met,/ but some other rule must have ap-

plied, because neither the base form nor the derived form

match these realized forms).

5
4
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A summary list, of this information is alsci provided. for

the entire discourse leXicon as'shown in Figure 3. For the

lexical entry "and" there are 12 instances of NOT, 6 of TRA,.

and 57 of SOT.

Using this rule-application counting Mechanism, large

.bodies of speech data.c4p be analyzed, -and frequency of rule

application statistic,4 can be accumulated.

To illustrate the relationship between frequency of
.

orule application and. the distribution of rule application with

respect to specific words, a single rule was tested against

-discourse data from 25 speakers. Figure 4 shows the rela-

tionship between.the number of times a rule applies, the

number of times it can apply, and the number of words to which

it applied.

The rule that was tested involved deletion of word-final

%-t./ or /d/ following /n/. The speech data was made up of

27,239 tokens (realizations of words) which represented

3,519 types (different .words). Of these, 1,925 tokens

(129 types) contained underlying /-nt/ or /-nd/ clusters,

i.e. the base form met the structural conditions of the dell-

tion rule. There were.650 instances (111 types) of no dele-

tion, and 123 cases. (30 types) in which it was not clear that

deletion had occurred (e.g. occurrences of /2/ or degemination

.of {

t
1 # f

d
1 clusters acrossNword boundaries). That is,

5

6
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34% of the tokens showed no deletion, .60% -underwent deletion,
6

and 6% underwent some other transformation. It should be

noted that these figures are independent of the specific word-s

which are input strings to the rules.

Figure 5 illustrates how the frequency of apPIication of

the rule is related to spe is words to ;which er.141e can

apply. There were 1146 OcC rrences of the lexical item "and",

whose nderlying form meets the conditions of the /t,d/ dele-

tion rule. Of these, 970 occurrences showed deletion, and

173 did not. That is, the single lexicatem "and" repte:-

sented only 4% of the total number of tokens in the data

base, but accounted for 84% of all occurrences Of deletion.

The deletion rule is variable in its application, as

indicated here. On the other hand, the proCess.of nasali-

zation appears .to occur uniformly Whenever the appropriate

context Occurs, i.e whenever a nasal follow .a .rowel, the

vowel is nasalized. In the phonetically transcribed data from

three speakers, 417 words (tokens), there were 129 occurrences

of the context for nasalization; and r2-9 pccurrences

izatipn, i.e. the rule applied 100%.of the time.

It should. be noted-that it might seemobvious that lower7

level eature implementation /such as nasalization shOuld be

more "regular," or "less optional," but that does not always

6
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Seem to be true either.' Certain low-level feature imple-

. mentation rules such as stop insertion between nasals and

fricatives (e.g. "something" realized with inserted /p/,

or "length" realized with insertedr/k/) do'not occur with such

regularity.

These two types of rule application sugges that when

applying the notion of "probability of rule application" to

automatic speech recognition problems, two measures must be

considered, both of which can be.obtained using the

data base and rule-testing mechanisms just described.

One measure is an estimate of probability'of application

of a rule given that the Linguistiecantext required by the

rul.e-occurred: In actual system development, a large body:-

of data based on the system lexicon and protocols, and po-

t6 tial system users, could be processed to gi accurate

system- specific figures.

The second measure is 'an estimate of the probability

of application f a rule, given that a particular word.

(satisfying the linguistic context required by the rule)

Occurred.

Thedifferente \between these two measures was seen in

Figures 4 and -'5k. The probability that /t,d/ deletion would

occur given that the context occurred, is 1152/1925 = .6.

The,probabil-ity that deletion; would occur given that the

word "and" Occurred is 970/1146 = .85. If "and" is removed

froM the data baSe, an estimate of,the probability that

8
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deletion would aptly given that the context occurred would

be 182/779 = .23.

These two measures can then be evaluated to determine

how the phonological variation described by the rules can

be represented in a given system.

For example, if the probability of.application, given

the appropriate co/ntext,is high (e.g. nasalization), then

it can be considered a general process "which does hot-have

to be reflecteid.ndividually in each lexical item but can

be applied at another level, e.g. in the analysis -by- synthesis'

procedure described in this session by Cook.

If application of a rule ears to be highly word-
,/

dependent (e.g. /t,d/ deletion on "and"), then the pronun-

ciation variant associated with that rule could be repre-

sented directly in the lexical entry with a high likelihood,.

such that it would be posited first in a word.hypothesis

and verification scheme.

Although the speech data described here have been

carefully transcribed conversational speech, the same rule-

testing and rule-application mechanisms can be used with
,,,2

computer transcriptions which reflect both Phonological

variation and variation due to machine recognition error.

Since both kinds of variation effectively look the same to

°---------n-

the higher levels of speech recognition systes, this infer-

-Mation may actually be of more immediate benefit i system

development. -

8
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1

X/Y-Z

WHERE: SEGMENTS

BECOMES

UNDER THE ENVIRONMENT

POSITION OCCUPIED BY .THE, SEGMENT.
UNDER QUESTION (I.E., X),

NOTE.: X = 0. DELETION

W= 0 IN$ERTIGN'

W X 0 .SBSTITUTON

FIGURE 1

FORMAT OF CONTEXT-SENSITIVE PHONOLOGICAL RULES.

//'
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AN

AND

BASE =

DRVD =

RLZD=

BASE =

DRVD =

B SE =,

DR

RLZD =

AE:1N

R102: AXN

TRA 1 AXN

SOT 1 EN

AE:1ND

R102: ' AXN

NOT 12 E'':1NDK

TRA 6 /AXN
SOT 20 EN

30 AEN

' 5 EHN

1 IXN

, 1 EHND

AE:2WHEHLEHS

R102: AE:2NjHAXLAXS

SOT 3 AE:2N HAXLIHS

FIGURE 2

SAMPLE OUTPUT OF APPLYING RULE R102 TO DI COURSE LEXICON

AND COMPARING BASE FORMS) DERIVED FORMS, D REALIZED FORMS.

12
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ALSO.

ALTHOUGH:

ALWAYS.

AMERICAN
5

AN

ANGELES

41GRYs

ANOTHER

ANYTHING

a

al

<I

0

1

0 0 1

0 1 .1

12

0 ra 0

2 0 , 0:-

.1
0 0

57

3

'FIGURE 3

o . 1

/

SAMPLE SUMMARY STATISTICS OF AF4YING RULE R102 TO A'

DtS_COURSE

12
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DATA BASE:

O

25 SPEAKERS

27,239 TOKENS

3,519 TYPES

DELETION RULE: 0 N fl

TOKENS' TYPES

BASE FORM MEETS CONDITIONS 1925 129

,No DELETION L50' 111

DELETION 1152, 45

.123 30

O

cft

FIGURE 4

, A

NUMBER OF REALIZATIONS (TOKENS) COMPARED WITH .NUMBER OF

DIFFERENT WORDS (TYPES). TO WHICH RULE APPLIES..

14
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OCCURRENCES OF AND 1146

DeLETION 173.

DELETION 970

OTHER 3

4

AND REPRESONTS 4.2% TOTAL TOKENS (1146/274239)

AND ACCOUNTS FOR (84.2% TOTAL CASES OF DELETION (970/1152).

FIGURE 5

.

OCCURRENCES OF /T4D/ DELETION ON,"AND" COMPARED WITH TOTAL

NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES pf DELETION.

I a
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